
Priceless Baby 1781 

Chapter 1781: A Tinge Of Anticipation 

“Yeah, I just hope he can also have a good ending!” 

“He will. As long as he comes back and is willing to stay, I will give him the best life as thanks.” 

This was Huo Yunshen's promise. After all, that person was his real brother from the same mother. 

After talking about this, Huo Yunshen said again, “Jing Xi, I have another piece of good news to tell you!” 

“What news?” 

“I already invited the world's best plastic surgeon in restoration and he can help you restore your 

appearance. Jing Xi, I believe you will be able to become yourself again not too long from now.” 

Jing Xi felt a tinge of anticipation in her heart when she heard this. She really hoped there really was a 

person as good as he said that could help give her back her original appearance. 

Even if it wasn't a hundred percent the same, she would be satisfied if he could get rid of the ugly scars 

on her face. 

It didn't take long for news of the Dragon Kingdom's queen coming back from the dead and Jing Xi being 

alive to spread to all corners of the world. 

Many fans felt unbelievably happy when they learned Jing Xi was alive. Many fans left comments giving 

their blessings on the 'Prince Jing' Weibo page. 

She came back. Not only did she come back alive, but she even became the Dragon Kingdom's queen. 

Everyone thought Jing Xi was a legendary woman! 

After three months, Mo Yutian returned to the Dragon Kingdom. He saw the news and after he heard 

that the Dragon Kingdom's queen had returned, he wanted to come back to confirm it with his own eyes 

even more. 

His return was met with an enthusiastic welcome and reception by the palace and he saw the king Huo 

Yunshen in the Triumph Palace. 

“I heard Jing Xi returned. Is it true?” 

Mo Yutian couldn't help but ask this. After he asked, he felt he was a bit rash so he added, “I don't have 

any other intention. I am just concerned that if Jing Xi is back, does this mean Little Apple and the others 

have their real mother?” 

“I understand. She is back. Moreover, when she heard you are coming back, she also wanted to see 

you,” Huo Yunshen said. 

“See me?” 

Mo Yutian's impression of Jing Xi was that she still had some reservations towards him in her heart. He 

didn't know why she would want to see him. 



“She is here.” 

Huo Yunshen turned his head sideways to look somewhere and Mo Yutian also followed suit and looked 

over. However, the moment he saw her, he was shocked. 

The person he saw was clearly Jin Xiaoxi! 

Mo Yutian was astonished. He unconsciously stood up and looked towards the person who came over. 

Could it be that Jin Xiaoxi was Jing Xi? 

“Brother Heiniu, long time no see. I trust you have been well since we last met.” 

Jing Xi was currently almost seven-months pregnant. She walked over while carrying a huge tummy. She 

stopped in front of him and greeted him with a smile. 

Mo Yutian was already unable to describe the surge of emotions in his heart. He felt both happy and 

sad. Within moments, he became so emotional that his eyes turned red and even his speech turned 

incoherent. 

“I never thought you were… this is too unbelievable… it is like a dream… you are Jing Xi…sigh. I should've 

figured it out sooner. Why am I so stupid?” 

Mo Yutian's was full of guilt. His first reaction was resentment towards himself for being so stupid. They 

were together for so long and he always felt she was similar to Jing Xi but he never thought to verify it. 

If he knew she was Jing Xi very early on, he could have sent her back home sooner. 

“Thank you for saving my Little Apple. Moreover, for taking care of me so well during that period of 

time.” 

Jing Xi's eyes were also wet. These words all came from the bottom of her heart. 

“You are welcome… compared to the sins I committed, those things are not even worth noting.” Mo 

Yutian shook his head. 

Now that he was clear about her identity and the distance between him and Jing Xi, he would not have 

any ideas about Jing Xi. He only hoped she would live well. 

Chapter 1782: Satisfied 

 

Mo Yutian remembered that his biggest wish was to marry Jing Xi. 

Even though he would never have the chance to do that, he still got to marry Jin Xiaoxi as Mo Xiao, and 

that was enough for him. 

He was satisfied. 

Being able to spend a short time with Jing Xi made him happy and whole. 

“When's the surgery?” Mo Yutian asked about Jing Xi's scar. 



“Maybe a few months from now. We wanted to wait until the baby is born.” 

Huo Yunshen pushed the surgery date back because he did not want it to affect the baby's growth. 

Jing Xi was already seven months into her pregnancy. Pushing the surgery back a few months was the 

best bet. 

“That's good. I believe that you can still regain your face,” Mo Yutian said. 

“What about you? What are you planning to do?” Jing Xi asked. 

“Me? I'm going to leave in a few days, don't worry about me. I just want to meet with Niuniu before I 

leave, will that be okay?” 

The other reason for Mo Yutian to return was that he was missing the little boy. 

“Why don't you just stay?” Huo Yunshen suggested. “Don't you want to see if our baby is a boy or a girl? 

I have a place waiting for you to stay in. I've even gotten our mother to move here. You can stay with 

her too. She misses you a lot.” 

Huo Yunshen had built a mansion for Mo Yutian in the heart of Mo City, and Su Wanqin was now 

residing there. 

Mo Yutian never expected Huo Yunshen to be so considerate to him. The truth was that after wandering 

for a few months, he missed his life with Jin Xiaoxi and Little Apple. 

Even if he could not live that life anymore, living close to them and being able to see them from time to 

time did not sound that bad to Mo Yutian. 

Having a warm home to go back to was always better than wandering without a goal. Mo Yutian was 

already tired and he wanted to stop and rest. 

With his mother also residing in Mo City, Mo Yutian decided to stay. He could take care of his mother 

and make up for lost time with her. 

He could also stay where Jing Xi and Little Apple were and help them if needed. 

“Thank you… Thank you for everything.” Mo Yutian thanked Huo Yunshen with all of his heart. 

“Come on. You want to see Niuniu, don't you?” Jing Xi said. “He'll be excited to see you.” 

Mo Yutian got Huo Yunshen's approval and followed Jing Xi to the garden where the kids were playing. 

A few months had passed since Mo Yutian had left and Little Apple's skin had gotten whiter than it used 

to be. 

If not for the little boy running to him, Mo Yutian might've not recognized him. 

“Daddy! Daddy!” 

Little Grape ran towards Mo Yutian and into his arms. 

 

 



Even though Little Grape wasn't asking for Mo Yutian like he used to anymore, he had never forgotten 

about the man who raised him. 

Little Grape cried as he clung onto Mo Yutian. 

“Niuniu…” 

Mo Yutian picked Little Apple up and hugged him tightly. 

Chapter 1783: An Enormous Shift 

Even though he was not his real father, the feeling was even stronger than if he were. Such a deep 

father and son relationship could only be built through constant interaction. 

Huo Yunshen and Jing Xi saw this scene while standing to the side and felt really moved. 

Huo Yunshen knew what this felt like. He was such a child himself, as he had been adopted by the Huo 

family and he would treat members of the Huo family as his real family. 

No matter how much time passed, that kind of closeness could never be replaced. 

Mo Yutian acted very tenderly toward the child for a long time. When he was finally about to go, Little 

Apple hugged his leg and was reluctant to let go. 

Mo Yutian told him, “Dad won't leave. I will live in this city in the future. We will be able to see each 

other often.” 

Although Little Apple understood him, he was still not willing to let go. He was worried his dad was lying 

to him and would leave without saying goodbye like the last time. 

“Niuniu, your dad isn't lying to you. We will bring you to see dad's new home right now.” 

Jing Xi and Huo Yunshen brought Little Apple together to Mo Yutian's new house so that he would 

believe them. 

His new house was a private residence not far from the palace. When Mo Yutian arrived at his new 

house, he saw his mother. 

The senior citizen had missed him so much from being apart for so many years. Now that she saw him 

appear alive and well, she was so happy she cried. 

Su Wanqin heard he would be staying this time and this made her feel extremely happy. 

It was only after Little Apple saw the new house that he believed his dad wouldn't leave him. This was so 

wonderful. He would be able to see his dad often in the future. 

Everything was moving in a good direction. Jing Xi's life could also be put on a path of happiness. 

She was pregnant but would still go often to the company to record new songs. Moreover, the songs she 

had been singing recently were all songs personally written for her by Huo Yunshen. 

The style of the new songs was an enormous shift from the previous songs. It added a sense of change in 

one's life and also included a strong sense of joy. 



The response was very good every time a new song came out. 

Jing Xi had already released a new album under the stage name of Evening Star called Back View. The 

fans that liked her also spontaneously became a strong supporting force. 

When it got closer to the time of birth, Jing Xi had already become a priority target to protect. The entire 

palace did not dare to become even the slightest bit sloppy. 

There was no one more nervous than Huo Yunshen. Whenever he thought about how perfectly he'd 

missed the previous two times Jing Xi gave birth, he decided that this time, in order to not miss his 

child's arrival, he would change his schedule entirely. 

He canceled all visits abroad, and after he finished dealing with the country's affairs every day, he would 

give all of his time to his wife. 

Five days before the birth, Huo Yunshen accompanied the children by playing badminton with them in 

the garden. Jing Xi stood at the side, knitting a sweater in her hands. 

She'd already finished knitting three sweaters. One for each of the three children. The children were all 

extremely happy when they received the new sweaters as presents and couldn't wait to wear them. 

All three of the little fellas were wearing the sweaters while playing right now. 

She was currently knitting the fourth one. It was a wool vest for Huo Yunshen. She was already halfway 

done and it looked as though she would be able to finish it before the child came. 

After knitting for a while, Jing Xi stopped to rest. She looked at the children and decided to fix up some 

snacks and drinks for them in the kitchen. However, just as she got up, she felt a sharp pain coming from 

her tummy. 

After it eased for a while, the pain gradually grew. As Jing Xi had experience giving birth, she knew this 

might be the start of the contraction of the uterus. There was a great chance this was the beginning of 

the birth. 

“Husband… Yunshen…” Jing Xi held her tummy, bent over, and promptly shouted to her husband. 

Huo Yunshen heard her scream and could sense something was wrong. He quickly ran over. “Jing Xi…” 

Chapter 1784: Melted Heart 

 

The kids noticed that their mother was in pain, and they ran to her. 

“Mommy…” 

“What's wrong?” 

Huo Yunshen saw that Jing Xi was soaked in sweat and guessed that she was about to go into labor. He 

quickly picked her up and ordered one of the servants to get the driver and the car ready. 

“She needs to go to the hospital!” Huo Yunshen told the kids. 



Worried, the children followed their father and mother to the door. 

When they arrived outside the palace, the car was already waiting for them. The driver sped through the 

traffic and got them to the hospital. 

The children and Lan Yi followed them in another car to the hospital. 

After checking, the doctor confirmed that the baby was about to be born. All the relatives were notified, 

and everyone rushed to the hospital. Mo Yutian arrived with Su Wanqin while Ye Xun arrived with Huo 

Sanyan. 

Jing Ruyue and Helian Wei quickly boarded the presidential jet and flew from Estan as soon as they got 

the message. 

Huo Yunshen went into the labor room with his wife and witnessed the painful progress. 

“Jing Xi… Don't give up!” Huo Yunshen encouraged. “I love you!” 

After two hours of pain and sweat, the baby was born. 

The moment the couple heard the cries of their newborn, they finally calmed down. 

“Congratulations, my king and queen. We have a new princess,” the nurse congratulated. 

“Jing Xi, did you hear that? We have another daughter.” Huo Yunshen sobbed as he kissed Jing Xi's 

forehead. 

“Yunshen…” 

Jing Xi couldn't think of any words to say and could only look at her husband with tears in her eyes. 

Huo Yunshen finally got to be with his wife when she was in labor. He took the newborn baby from the 

nurse and held the cute little girl in his arms as his heart melted. 

“Look, she's so cute. She's going to be as cute as Ying Bao when she grows up,” Huo Yunshen said as he 

showed Jing Xi the baby. “Thank you, thank you for everything…” 

“I've always wanted another daughter…,” Jing Xi said as she looked at the baby girl. 

They finally had four kids now, two girls and two boys. They felt like their lives were finally whole. 

Since Jing Xi gave birth naturally, she did not experience any complications like she did last time. 

Huo Yunshen took the baby outside for the relatives to see while the doctor wrapped up things with the 

wife. 

“How's Jing Xi? Is it a boy or a girl?” the relatives asked as soon as they saw Huo Yunshen. 

“Mother, look,” Huo Yunshen said as he showed the baby to his mother first. “It's a girl. She's Jing Xi's 

and my daughter.” 

Su Wanqin took the baby and hugged the little thing in her arms as the other relatives surrounded her to 

get a look at the baby. 



 

 

“Grandma… I want to see my sister…” 

“Us too…” 

The three children also surrounded their grandmother, eager to see their baby sister. 

When they saw the little princess, they couldn't help but exclaim, “She's so cute!” 

Chapter 1785: Being Served By Her Man Was Simply Too Wonderful 

“I like my little sister the most. When she grows up, I will buy beautiful dresses for her!” 

“I also like the little sister my mother gave birth to. I will bring her to go and play!” 

While listening to the children's lively discussion with every one of them talking at the same time, 

everyone could imagine that this little princess who came so late would definitely be loved and be doted 

on by a great number of people. 

“Mom, can you let me hold her?” 

Mo Yutian looked at the little baby at the side and his heart sighed incessantly. This was the second time 

he saw Jing Xi give birth. Looking at her child was like looking at his own child. 

He still remembered that when Little Apple and Little Grape were born, he was the first one to take the 

children from the nurse. Perhaps it was from that point onward that he had a special relationship with 

Little Apple. 

When he looked at the little baby in his embrace right now, his heart also melted into a mess. He was so 

happy that it was as though he'd also just had a daughter. 

Everyone was looking at the child. Not long after, Jing Xi was sent out and was pushed into the king's VIP 

ward. 

Everyone also followed her here. Ye Xun and Huo Sanyan both came to congratulate her. 

Jing Xi felt she was the most blessed woman. This was the third time she became a mother. It was 

fortunate everything went smoothly and without a hitch. She had so many people who accompanied her 

and cared about her. The most important was that her husband was constantly beside her. 

During the time Jing Xi stayed at the hospital, Huo Yunshen was with her twenty-four hours a day. He 

would care for her in every way possible at all times. 

He also took care of the little baby extremely well. He might have been even more meticulous than the 

nurses when feeding and tending to the baby. 

She stayed at the hospital for seven days. Jing Xi really felt like she was living like a queen. Being served 

by her man was simply too wonderful. 

“Husband, don't you have to go back to work?” Jing Xi was worried he wouldn't have time to handle the 

country's affairs if he stayed in the ward every day. 



“What work? My main responsibility right now is to help you and the child.” 

There was no need to worry at all. Huo Yunshen could already handle work and life with ease. The 

current him could once again become a father. He was in a good mood and was full of energy. He had an 

immense amount of vigor that could not be depleted every day. 

At this time, the baby in the crib cried. Jing Xi lifted her head and took a glance. “Oh my, the baby is 

crying again.” 

“Don't move! I will go take a look!” 

Huo Yunshen came beside the crib and looked at his crying baby daughter. He coaxed her, “What is it, 

little baby? Do you feel uncomfortable anywhere? Did you poop again or are you hungry again?” 

Huo Yunshen was very experienced. He put his finger next to his daughter's mouth to check and the 

child turned her head and licked it. This showed the child was hungry. “Oh, it turns out you are hungry. 

Wait for daddy. Daddy will bring you to find mommy!” 

He picked up his daughter and delivered her to his wife's hands. Jing Xi took the child and started to 

breastfeed her. 

Her daughter was delivered naturally this time. Moreover, Jing Xi was very happy that she could 

breastfeed the baby normally herself. 

Huo Yunshen looked at this little child as she drank big gulps of her mother's milk, and he sighed deeply. 

Jing Xi heard it and asked, “What is it? Why are you sighing?” 

Huo Yunshen pouted and said, “There is another one who will be fighting for you! When will it be my 

turn?” 

Pfff… he made Jing Xi laugh. He was already so old but he was still fighting with children! 

The wife was feeding the child and Huo Yunshen came over to sit beside her. He looked at the child and 

would kiss Jing Xi's face from time to time. 

If it weren't for the fact that she hadn't completed her traditional one-month confinement period 

following childbirth, he wouldn't have been able to control himself and would have immediately thrown 

himself at her. 

These were such torturous days! 

Jing Xi could be discharged and go home after seven days. 

She initially thought the conditions at the hospital were already very good. However, she never would've 

thought that an even more luxurious confinement period was just about to begin. 

Other people only needed to be confined for one month during their traditional one-month 

confinement period following childbirth. Jing Xi, however, did it for four months. 

Chapter 1786: Sticking Together 

 



Almost all of the servants were servicing Jing Xi for the past four months which resulted in her gaining a 

lot of weight. 

When Jing Xi stood on the scale after showering, she couldn't believe the number that was on the scale. 

60 kgs. 

“Oh, shit! Am I a pig now?” Jing Xi exclaimed as she stared at the number and realized the reason was 

that Huo Yunshen had been making a lot of food for her lately. 

“What? You're not fat! Even if you become a pig, you'll be the cutest pig in the world.” 

Huo Yunshen laughed as he hugged Jing Xi from behind. 

“You know it's your fault, right?” Jing Xi scolded. “I have to go on a diet tomorrow!” 

“Diet? Sure thing. But you can start losing weight now too.” Huo Yunshen smiled as he picked her up. 

“I'll do my best to help you exercise.” 

And as Huo Yunshen had said, Jing Xi got a great “workout” and passed out from fatigue after that. 

Even though the scar was still present on Jing Xi's face, it did not affect how much Huo Yunshen loved 

her. 

Their relationship was even better than before. As long as they had the time, the two of them could 

always be spotted together. 

The king had been different ever since he'd gotten the queen back. Whether it was in the palace or in 

public, a smile could always be seen on his face. He was truly happy. 

It was a happiness that could not be faked or hidden. 

Huo Yunshen wasn't the only one who was affected by the change. With their mother back, the children 

were able to grow happily like Ying Bao used to. 

The little princess also grew quickly. With her eyes open now, people could tell how much she looked 

like her mother. 

The little princess's siblings argued over what she should be named. 

And after a lengthy discussion, they finally decided to call her Little Strawberry. 

Huo Yunshen also gave his daughter another name, her real name. Huo Sisi was the little princess's 

name. 

Ying Bao also got a new name. Huo Yunshen named her Huo Yinyin. 

Ever since her mother came back, Huo Yinyin slowly regained her former cheerful personality. 

She even reopened her live-streaming account. But she wasn't selling succulents anymore and was 

sharing her daily life with her siblings instead. 

Her channel attracted more viewers than before as people were curious as to what the life of royalty 

was like. 



With everything going back to normal, the only thing that was left was Jing Xi's plastic surgery. 

 

When Little Strawberry was six months old, Huo Yunshen arranged the plastic surgery for his wife. 

“Yunshen, I'm scared…” Jing Xi voiced her concern just outside the surgery room. “What if the surgery 

fails? What if I become even scarier than now?” 

“Don't worry. I believe in the doctor. You will definitely regain your original face. We'll be waiting 

outside.” 

Huo Yunshen kissed his wife and saw her off to the surgery room. 

Chapter 1787: She Looks The Same As Before! 

A six-hour facial restoration surgery was currently in full swing. The people outside the operating room 

were all very nervous. 

No one could anticipate the risk of the surgery. The only thing everyone could do was to pray for Jing Xi 

and hope everything would go well. 

The surgery successfully ended after six hours. When Jing Xi was pushed out, her face was covered in 

bandages. The only things that could be seen were her nose and mouth. 

She was still unconscious and she was sent to the ward so that she could continue to be observed for 

some time. 

Jing Xi woke up after a few hours. She looked at her husband, who was beside her. She asked in shock, 

“Yunshen, my surgery…?” 

“Was successful! The doctor said it was a success but you need to slowly recover, wait patiently, and not 

be anxious,” Huo Yunshen promptly explained. 

Jing Xi felt as though there were bandages on her face and she could still feel some pain. She wanted to 

stretch out her hand to touch it but Huo Yunshen stopped her. “You must not scratch your face. You 

have to bear it for a while. Once the bandages can be removed, you will be able to see the new you.” 

Jing Xi felt very worried. “What if I can't go back to how I originally looked? What if I turn into someone 

else?” 

Actually, Huo Yunshen was also worried about this point. However, he could only comfort her right now. 

“Don't worry about it. You will know once you are well. No matter what you turn into, whether or not 

you can return to your original appearance, it isn't important anymore. Jing Xi, the important thing is 

that you are still you. I can accept it no matter what you look like. I will still love you.” 

Jing Xi's heart calmed down considerably when she heard what her husband said. Right, there was 

nothing else to do besides wait. 

After one month, the time when the bandages could be removed finally came. 



On this day, all of their friends, family, and the children were waiting outside. Everyone wanted to 

witness the miracle at this moment. 

Jing Xi was very nervous. What would she look like in the future? She would know once she saw 

everyone's reaction. 

The bandages were taken off layer by layer until all of the bandages were removed. Her restored 

appearance finally emerged. 

After the doctor who was responsible for the surgery saw her face, he smiled as his burden was relieved. 

Thankfully, the effects were better than previously anticipated. 

“My queen, you can now go see your friends and family!” 

The curtains were pulled open and the back of an unrecognizable beautiful figure appeared in front of 

everyone. 

She wore a gorgeous white dress and revealed a beautiful back. She stood there quietly as if she were a 

beautiful oil painting. 

Everyone's gaze was drawn over and focused on her back. They were full of anticipation. Everyone 

wanted to see what she looked like after she turned around. 

“Jing Xi!” 

Huo Yunshen called to her softly. 

Jing Xi turned around slowly. Everyone immediately showed a look of astonishment. 

The only thing in Huo Yunshen's eyes besides astonishment was even more shock. 

The woman in front of his eyes was completely the same as the one in his memory. No, not only that, 

she looked even younger than before, as if she were an eighteen-year-old girl. 

The scars on her face had disappeared and were replaced by new skin that was as gentle as a baby's. 

Everyone who saw Jing Xi right now couldn't help but admire how awesome the plastic surgeon was. 

“I didn't disappoint you guys, right?” 

Jing Xi had both her hands in front of her, one on top of the other. She smiled towards her friends and 

family. 

Her smile was overrunning with beauty and her face was even more beautiful, so beautiful that it took 

people's breath away. 

Huo Yunshen was so moved that his eyes became wet. “No, Jing Xi, you are still as beautiful as ever. I am 

unable to move my eyes because of your beauty.” 

One after another, the others also expressed their surprise and welcome. 

“Jing Xi! Jing Xi is back!” 

“Jing Xi is finally back! She is still the same as before!” 



“This is wonderful! Our Jing Xi is finally back!” 

Chapter 1788: Wedding 

 

Jing Xi let out a breath of relief after hearing what her family and friends had said. 

“You're back…” 

Huo Yunshen gasped as he pulled Jing Xi into his arms. 

“You're as beautiful as ever,” Ye Xun praised. 

“Thank you.” Jing Xi smiled. 

Everyone was happy, including the children who saw their mother regain her original face. 

“Mommy! You're so pretty!” the children cried out as they hugged their mother. 

Even the seven-month-old Little Strawberry extended her little arms wanting her mother's hug. 

“Can she recognize me?” Jing Xi asked as she took Little Strawberry from Lan Yi. 

“Come on. Let's go home,” Huo Yunshen said. 

“Yay! We can go home with mommy!” the children cheered. 

The two boys hopped in front of their father while Ying Bao held his hand. With Little Strawberry in Jing 

Xi's arms, the family went back home happily. 

A row of luxurious cars was waiting outside the hospital. 

Huo Yunshen took his family into an open-top limo that was decorated with flowers. 

The others boarded the other cars that were in the line. 

After making sure everyone was in, the cars slowly left for the palace. 

Jing Xi realized the city was different, as the streets had been redecorated. 

White and light purple could be seen all around the city. Jing Xi thought that she was in a fairytale. 

People of the Dragon Kingdom stood by the roadsides with flowers in their hands as they welcomed the 

royalty. 

“Yunshen, is today a holiday? Why is everyone outside on the streets?” Jing Xi asked the man that was 

sitting beside her. 

“Today is an important day,” Huo Yunshen whispered into Jing Xi's ear. “Today is the wedding of the 

king and the queen.” 

“What?' Jing Xi gasped. “You mean our wedding?” 

“Yes.” 



“Weren't we married in Zstan?” 

Jing Xi was dumbfounded, as they'd had their wedding four years back. 

“We did, but the wedding today is for the world to see. I want them to witness you becoming my wife, 

my queen, and making me the happiest person in the world.” 

Huo Yunshen smiled softly. 

It was then that Jing Xi finally realized why Huo Yunshen was so well dressed. 

Because he had secretly prepared a wedding to celebrate with the whole country. 

Jing Xi was deeply touched as she looked at her husband with tears in her eyes. Being able to marry was 

the biggest happiness in her life. 

As the cars moved towards the palace, the people cheered for them. 

 

 

“Look! The queen is so pretty!” 

“I see the princes and princesses! They look so happy!” 

“Even the king is smiling!” 

“And the baby in the queen's arms! Is that our new princess?” 

Chapter 1789: This Precious Moment 

The main news and live broadcast for today's world news were about Huo Yunshen marrying the new 

queen. 

People from all around the world could witness this joyous moment with their own eyes. 

Many of their old fans thought that Huo Yunshen had fallen in love with someone else when they heard 

he was marrying a new queen. However, they only understood when they saw the beautiful queen on 

the live broadcasts. 

It turned out the person Huo Yunshen married was still her, Jing Xi. 

People who knew what had happened between the two of them all sent their blessings to them without 

prior planning. They hoped their wedding could proceed smoothly this time. 

The king's wedding car was traveling through Mo City's main street. It was also like a special inspection. 

The wedding convoy only stopped after arriving at the Triumph Palace's plaza. 

The plaza outside the Triumph Palace's entrance was already packed with people. The big screens in all 

four corners were broadcasting scenes of the arrival of the convoy live. 

All of the people who were here to watch the event were aware that they needed to wait on the two 

sides of the road. 



Their personal guards were already scattered all over to ensure their safety. 

Huo Yunshen got down from the wedding car and then led the four children down from the car before 

finally reaching out with his hand to Jing Xi. 

Jing Xi stood at the side of the car while carrying her daughter and prepared to jump down. However, 

Hou Yunshen used his hands to grab her small waist straight away and carried both her and the child 

down together. 

After they were firmly on the ground, he took her daughter over and then held Jing Xi's hand. They 

walked together towards the Triumph Palace entrance on the flower-filled red carpet. 

The king brought his four children and married his queen in a grand wedding ceremony. Such an event 

could only be seen once every hundred years. 

Their entire family went up the long steps before finally arriving at the Triumph Palace's entrance. There 

was already a priest waiting for them there. 

Jing Xi looked around and not only was there a priest, but she also saw the faces of many of her friends. 

Almost all of her friends from Zstan came. Ma Haodong, Xiao Yuqian, Huang Guoqiang, Qi Liya, Wan 

Dou, Mu Chenguang, Yi Xiao, Fang Xiaocheng, Tang Yichen, Liang Lan, Ni Xuelin, and Qi Fang. Even Qiao 

Ruoxi and Feng Yunan came. Many of them brought their families over. 

In addition, the three sisters of the Huo family also came with their three husbands. There were also 

friends and family from Estan. 

Her parents and her brother Helian Qingyu. Her grandfather, uncle, Su Wanqin, Mo Yutian, and also Lan 

Ling-Er. Ouyang Qing and his entire family, as well as Li Ruochu and Junyan, who they hadn't seen in a 

long time. 

There were also friends from the Dragon Kingdom. Even the Northland's king came. 

Today was truly a happy day where everyone was gathered together. 

Their friends and family all came to give their blessings. Jing Xi smiled at everyone while her eyes were 

red. 

If it weren't for the fact that she needed to get married, she would definitely hug all of them. 

The wedding officially started. The people on stage, off stage, and also all the people who were 

watching the live broadcast were all waiting for this precious moment. 

Auntie Lan brought Little Strawberry to the side. Huo Yunshen and Jing Xi held each other's hands and 

stood side by side. 

The priest officiated the ceremony for them. He read a verse of blessing and then announced them as a 

couple blessed by God, their hearts tied together forever. 

Following this was the Dragon Kingdom's coronation ceremony. Huo Yunshan picked up a crown from a 

plate. He had this crown especially made by his second sister Huo Erqi and she had poured her heart out 

making it. 



It was decorated with shiny diamonds of the highest quality. This crown could be said to be invaluable 

and also the only one of its kind in the world. 

Jing Xi lowered her head and Huo Yunshen placed the crown upon her. He then kissed her in front of the 

crowd. 

The two of them were married. Huo Yunshen held her and waved towards the Dragon Kingdom's 

citizens below. 

The people were extremely happy. All of them raised up the flowers in their hands. The entire plaza 

suddenly turned into a sea of flowers. 

Chapter 1790: Happy Forever 

People who were present at the wedding got a huge present from the palace. 

After the wedding ended, Huo Yunshen went back into the palace with his children and his wife. 

The family and friends also followed them in, as the wedding party would be held inside. 

A lot of those who were invited were thankful to Huo Yunshen as they were able to meet their partners 

because of the party. 

Helian Qingyu had been looking for Li Ruochu for a long time, and he finally met her at the party. He 

wasn't going to let her go easily this time. 

Jin Yan was the same. He was not going to let the chance for redemption with Ouyang Feifei slip by. 

As for Jing Zhannan, he gave his blessing to Huo Yijing when he met her. He had already moved on to the 

woman called Mo Xiaonian that was standing next to him. 

It was a lively party as the friends and family gathered, and Jing Xi finally had a chance to talk to each of 

them. 

She was the brightest star that night and everyone hugged her. 

As the dance began, Huo Yunshen led his wife to the middle of the floor, and they danced the first song 

before the others joined. 

As the others were dancing, Huo Yunshen took Jing Xi up to the balcony. 

He asked her to look at the city as pink balloons slowly rose up with thousands of pigeons flying up into 

the sky. 

Looking at the spectacular scene, Jing Xi could tell only happiness awaited her in the future. 

She turned to look at her husband, who was staring at her with a smile, and kissed him. 

She knew that as long as Huo Yunshen and her children were with her, every day in the future would be 

joyful. 

A blessing to Jing Xi, to Huo Yunshen, and to their family, so that they would live a happy life forever. 

[Author's Note: 



This marks the end of the main story, but this is not the ending for Huo Yunshen and Jing Xi's story. They 

would continue to live on happily. 

I would like to thank all of my readers for following the story to the end. Thank you for all of the support 

and patience. 

The next part will be a side story of Ye Xun and Huo Sanyan. For readers who like this couple, please 

fasten your seatbelts, as you're going on another ride.] 

After the wedding and the party, Ye Xun and Huo Sanyan stayed at the palace and did not leave until the 

next day, 

Huo Sanyan was about to get into her own car and go to her company when Ye Xun stopped her. 

“Yanyan, do you remember what you promised?” 

 

 

“What promise?” Huo Sanyan asked as she stared at Ye Xun dumbfoundedly. 

Of course she would forget! Ye Xun scolded in his head. 

“Didn't you promise that if Jing Xi returned, you would marry me? Are you going back on your word?” 

Huo Sanyan had forgotten about her promise and only remembered about it when reminded. But she 

had to put that aside, as she had a more pressing matter to attend to. 

“I'm sorry, but I have to rush.” Huo Sanyan stopped Ye Xun as she looked at her watch. “There's an 

important meeting I have to attend to. We'll talk about it later.” 

 


